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Chapter 402: Moonlight Beauty 

Feng Jianing’s face was black as she walked down the other end of the stage with the champion 

trophy in her hands. Her best choice now was to be silent and quickly leave the scene to avoid any 

complications. However, just as she walked down the stage, she realized that Charles and Angus were 

waiting for her downstairs. 

 

“You, you guys…” Feng Jianing was puzzled. 

 

Angus’s temper was relatively fiery. He pulled Feng Jianing’s hand and walked back to the stage. 

Before Feng Jianing could react, Angus spoke into the microphone. 

 

“Everyone, please calm down! Please allow me to say a few words!” Angus said in broken Xia 

country’s language. 

 

Seeing that even Angus, the vice president of the International Fragrance Alliance, had gone on 

stage, the scene quickly fell silent. Everyone looked at him eagerly, not knowing what this big shot was 

going to do. 

 

Angus adjusted his breathing and said, “Now, as the vice president of the International 

Fragrance Alliance, I announce to everyone that after my investigation with the president of the 

International Fragrance Alliance, Mr. Charles, we have confirmed that the two perfumes produced by 

contestant Feng Jianing are plagiarizing someone else’s work. This behavior is very bad!” 

 

Angus’s words were resolute. Feng Jianing was dumbfounded on the stage as she looked at 

Angus in disbelief. She thought that Angus was going to announce the news of her being his disciple. She 

didn’t expect that he would publicly execute her… 

 

Through the LED screen, Angus publicized the fragrance formula Feng Jianing used for the 

competition. Then, he showed everyone another formula. 



 

“Everyone, the formula in my hand is the famous work of the International Nine-Star Fragrance 

Master YLL—Moonlight Beauty. After my constant evaluation with President Charles, I’ve confirmed that 

the similarity between these two recipes is 95%. Other than adding a little more Panacea, the other 

ingredients are completely identical.” Angus explained. 

 

After hearing this, Feng Jianing couldn’t hold it in anymore. She immediately shouted, “Vice 

President Angus, please don’t slander me. This perfume formula of mine is completely original. 

Moreover, those who know the industry know very well that there are only a few perfume formulas to 

begin with. It’s very normal even if there are similar formulas. Therefore, you can’t determine that I 

plagiarized others because of this!” 

 

Seeing that she was flustered, Angus only sneered and placed the formula aside. He took out a 

small bottle of faint silver perfume from his pocket. 

 

“It’s fine if the fragrance formula is the same, everything would be clear if we saw the recording 

that the mixing procedure and method are the same, isn’t it?” As Angus spoke, he raised the small 

bottle of perfume in his hand. “Dear judges, you can come up and smell it. This bottle of perfume is the 

Nine-Star Fragrance Master YLL’s Moonlight Beauty, after that, smell the fragrance Feng Jianing mixed 

and you will understand.” 

 

Looking at the perfume in his hand, Angus’s eyes were filled with admiration and appreciation. 

He had shamelessly used his position of the vice president of the International Fragrance Alliance to 

obtain this bottle of Moonlight Beauty from Master YLL. He had said that it would be used by the 

Fragrance Alliance, but it was actually his private collection. He would secretly admire it every once in a 

while. 

 

It was not that he did not want to buy the Moonlight Beauty openly, but it was really difficult to 

buy a bottle. Back then, the Moonlight Beauty had just been listed in Country F and was auctioned off by 

the members of the royal families at a high price. He couldn’t do anything at all. Even if he could, it was 

very difficult to buy it with his economic conditions. 

 



Moonlight Beauty was silver in appearance and its fragrance was long and refreshing. It made 

people feel like they were dancing under the moonlight. The feeling of cherry blossoms falling 

everywhere was a fragrance that could let people feel the mood. 

 

The perfume reflects the person. It was also through this fragrance that Angus had been close to 

YLL for a long time and knew what kind of personality and character Master YLL should have. 

 

The judges walked onto the stage one after another, all of them looking at the Moonlight Beauty 

in Angus’s hand with anticipation. They had naturally heard of the famous name of this perfume, but 

unfortunately, this perfume was basically monopolized by Country F’s royal family. They naturally 

wouldn’t let go of such an opportunity if they had a chance to smell it today. 

 

Angus opened the bottle and gently fanned his palm against the mouth of the bottle. A clear, 

snow-like fragrance entered the noses of the judges. Immediately after, everyone looked intoxicated.. 


